Background: Current concepts suggest that impaired representation of information in cortical networks contributes to loss of consciousness under anaesthesia. We tested this idea in rat auditory cortex using information theory analysis of multiunit responses recorded under three anaesthetic agents with different molecular targets: isoflurane, propofol, and dexmedetomidine. We reasoned that if changes in the representation of sensory stimuli are causal for loss of consciousness, they should occur regardless of the specific anaesthetic agent. Methods: Spiking responses were recorded with chronically implanted microwire arrays in response to acoustic stimuli incorporating varied temporal and spectral dynamics. Experiments consisted of four drug conditions: awake (pre-drug), sedation (i.e. intact righting reflex), loss of consciousness (a dose just sufficient to cause loss of righting reflex), and recovery. Measures of firing rate, spike timing, and mutual information were analysed as a function of drug condition. Results: All three drugs decreased spontaneous and evoked spiking activity and modulated spike timing. However, changes in mutual information were inconsistent with altered stimulus representation being causal for loss of consciousness. First, direction of change in mutual information was agent-specific, increasing under dexmedetomidine and decreasing under isoflurane and propofol. Second, mutual information did not decrease at the transition between sedation and LOC for any agent. Changes in mutual information under anaesthesia correlated strongly with changes in precision and reliability of spike timing, consistent with the importance of temporal stimulus features in driving auditory cortical activity. Conclusions: The primary sensory cortex is not the locus for changes in representation of information causal for loss of consciousness under anaesthesia.
Understanding what changes in the brain upon loss of consciousness (LOC) under anaesthesia has broad implications both for improving clinical practice and for understanding the neural basis of consciousness. Theoretical considerations suggest that anaesthetics impact cortical representations of information and its communication across cortical and thalamic brain regions. 1, 2 Non-invasive studies have provided indirect evidence for these models in patients and volunteers. 3, 4 However, changes in the representation of sensory information in primary sensory areas have not been explored in detail. During anaesthesia LOC, sensory input activates the primary sensory cortex, 5e8 suggesting that single cell stimulus representation there is relatively unaffected, but higher order cortical responses are largely suppressed. 9 However, there is a large body of evidence suggesting that sensory responses in A1 are affected dramatically by anaesthetic agents. For example, imaging and EEG studies in both experimental animals and humans show that sensory responses in the cortex are suppressed under anaesthesia, even at sedating doses, 10e12 and thalamo-cortical synaptic responses are suppressed in brain slices, albeit less than corticocortical synaptic responses. 7 Anaesthetics suppress activity in the thalamus both in vivo 13 and in brain slice preparations, 14 supporting a model in which anaesthetics cause LOC by disconnecting the cortex from the periphery. 13 Suppression of thalamo-cortical connectivity by dexmedetomidine 15 is consistent with this hypothesis. Thus, we still lack a basic understanding how anaesthetics affect encoding and processing of sensory responses, a critical step in the mechanisms of loss and recovery of consciousness under anaesthesia. 16 We investigated the effects of propofol, dexmedetomidine, and isoflurane on unit activity in the auditory cortex of rats. These agents have diverse pre-and postsynaptic molecular targets, but all produce LOC and all have direct actions on cortical neurones. 7,17e23 We assayed information content in spike trains using information-theory analysis. 24 If anaesthetic suppression of information in cortical networks is tightly linked to LOC, this should show differences between stimulus representation under sedation vs LOC. We did not observe this expected relationship, suggesting that changes in stimulus representation in the sensory neocortex are not causal for anaesthesia LOC.
Methods
All experimental protocols conformed to American Physiological Society/National Institutes of Health guidelines and were approved by the University of Wisconsin Animal Care and Use Committee. The data reported here were recorded from six female August Copenhagen Irish (ACI) rats (Harlan; 139e204 g) housed on a reverse 12:12 light/dark cycle so that recordings performed during the day were during the animals' 'active' period.
Surgeries
Animals were implanted with multichannel microwire arrays to record unit activity and intrajugular catheters for administration of i.v. anaesthetics as described (also see Supplementary material). 7, 25 Briefly, microwire arrays (2Â8, rowsÂcolumns, column spacing 250 mm, row separation 500 mm) were targeted to primary auditory cortex ( Supplementary   Fig. S1a ), and intrajugular catheters were chronically implanted under isoflurane anaesthesia and aseptic conditions. Animals were allowed to recover 5e7 days before the first recording session.
Electrophysiological recordings
Experiments on each animal were performed over a period of 3 weeks, with at least one rest day between experiments. On the day of each experiment, animals were placed inside a gas-tight acrylic enclosure (20Â19Â11 cm) inside an anechoic soundattenuation chamber (Industrial Acoustics Company, Inc., Bronx, NY, USA) and allowed to accommodate to the enclosure for 1 h. The enclosure had gas inflow/outflow and sampling ports used to provide room air in all experiments and to deliver isoflurane during that subset of experiments. Animals were kept warm using a heating pad placed in the bottom of the enclosure. Microwire signals were accessed by connecting a 16-channel headstage (ZC16, Tucker Davis Technologies, Alachua, FL, USA) with a flexible tether to a connector on the animal's head. The headstage and tether did not impair the animal's ability to move about the enclosure, though the small size of the enclosure ensured that the animals stayed in approximately the same position relative to the overhead speaker. Responses were bandpass-filtered at 1e7500 Hz, digitised at 24 kHz, and amplified at 5000e20,000Â (RZ5, Tucker Davis Technologies). Free-field acoustic stimuli were presented via a small speaker (TDT-ES1, Tucker Davis Technologies) mounted in the top of the enclosure. During the first recording session, frequency response areas (FRAs) were obtained using pure tone stimuli (50 ms duration, 5 ms increase/decrease, 4e60 kHz in 11 log-spaced steps, 20e65 dB SPL). For each subsequent experiment, a stimulus set and anaesthetic agent (see below) were selected randomly. Stimuli consisted of click trains (0.1 ms clicks, 20 dB attenuation, 1 s train, interclick intervals 10e333 ms), upward and downward frequency modulated (FM) sweeps with variable frequency range and start and stop frequencies (250 ms duration, range 4e32 kHz, f Low ¼4e32 kHz, f High ¼8e64 kHz), and a set of animal vocalisations (250 ms duration) recorded from birds, insects, and rodents (Avisoft Bioacoustics; www.avisoft.com) that have distinct spectrotemporal properties (Supplementary Fig. S2 ). Specific FM sweep frequencies were chosen for each animal to span the
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Loss of consciousness is thought to involve altered information processing in cortical neuronal networks. This hypothesis was tested in a rat model of auditory sensory representation in the cortex by recording multiunit responses at sedative and anaesthetic doses of three mechanistically distinct anaesthetics. All three drugs reduced spontaneous and evoked spiking activity and timing, however changes were inconsistent with altered stimulus representation being causal for loss of consciousness. Changes in neuronal activity producing loss of consciousness do not occur in the primary sensory cortex, but more likely involve changes in connectivity between higher order cortical areas.
FRAs of the recording sites. Stimuli were generated and recordings obtained using commercial software (Brainware, RPVDX, Tucker-Davis Technologies). Spontaneous activity was also recorded for 5 min during each treatment condition.
Anaesthetic administration and experimental timeline
Three anaesthetics were tested. Dexmedetomidine and propofol were administered i.v. using a syringe pump (KDS 100, KD Scientific, Holliston, MA, USA) and flexible lightweight tubing that did not impede animal mobility. Isoflurane was applied in the gas phase in room air using a calibrated vaporiser and the concentration measured using a gas monitor (Multigas Monitor 602, Criticare Systems, Waukesha, WI, USA). In each session, we recorded responses during four treatment conditions: awake (~90 min), two drug periods ('sedation' and then 'LOC' doses;~55 min each), and recovery (~120 min). During the awake period, two sets of control data were recorded, consisting of 150e200 trials of six to seven stimuli from the selected stimulus type recorded over~35 min. The two stimulus-evoked datasets were compared by eye and if noticeably different in responsiveness or firing rate, a third control data set was collected. Each drug period consisted of a 15-min equilibration period followed by a~40-min recording period (~35 min stimulus driven and 5 min spontaneous 
Data analysis
Measurement and analysis of multiunit activity have been described 25 (also see Supplementary material). For all analyses, we compared data from the last dataset recorded in the awake condition, the sedation and LOC conditions, and the last dataset recorded during the recovery condition. To measure precision and reliability of spike timing across trials, we applied the spike time tiling coefficient (STTC), 26 which is relatively insensitive to firing rate and can be used even on non-periodic stimuli, to single channel spiking responses as described. 27 Stimulus representation in spike trains was quantified using information theory analysis 24 applied to individual multiunit clusters. For statistical analysis of drug effects, we used linear mixed effects models to measure within-channel differences while accounting for the non-independence of multiple channels recorded from the same animal. We treated drug dose as a categorical fixed effect according to behavioural condition (awake, sedation, LOC, and recovery). We treated animals and channels as hierarchical random effects, with random slopes for dose. The baseline and driven firing rates and the mutual information were log-transformed to improve the normality of residuals. We compared model fit with drug dosage to models that omitted drug dosage using a likelihood ratio test. If this test was not significant, we concluded that there was no significant drug effect for that parameter. If there was a significant drug effect, we subsequently compared the coefficients for different doses to determine whether sedation or LOC differed from awake or each other. Because residuals deviated slightly from normality for some measures, we used hierarchical bootstrapping 28 of animals and channels to obtain confidence intervals; these confidence intervals did not differ qualitatively from those obtained under assumptions of normality, so we assumed normality when comparing coefficients. We checked residuals vs fitted values for all models and did not observe substantial heteroscedasticity. We used a similar procedure to estimate correlations between changes in mutual information and changes in baseline and driven rate and STTC. The outcome variable was the change in mutual information from awake to LOC; we treated changes in the other measures from awake to LOC as fixed effects. We also included the drug type as a fixed effect. As above, we included animals and channels as random effects, except with random slopes for drug type. We tested two hypotheses with this analysis. First, we tested whether there was a significant effect by drug type. If so, we could conclude that the drug had an effect on information not captured by linear relationships with the other measures. Second, we tested whether there was a significant interaction between the measures and drug type. If present, such an interaction could provide a mechanism to explain differences in information changes between drug types. We tested each hypothesis by comparing full models to models omitting the parameters of interest using a likelihood-ratio test.
Histology
Electrode locations were confirmed by histological analysis ( Supplementary Fig. S1 ), as described. 7 Electrode entry, tracks, and tip position in the brain were determined by examination of serial sections using light microscopy camera lucida techniques. 29 Electrode sites were then mapped to corresponding functionally-defined auditory areas 30 based on the dorsalventral and rostral-caudal position of the site of electrode tips (see Supplementary Methods). 
Results

Anaesthetic-induced loss of righting reflex
Unit activity in auditory cortex
The multiunit data presented here were recorded from microwire arrays implanted in the auditory cortex (see Supplementary material for details of electrode locations). Out of 96 electrodes implanted in six animals, 81 were confirmed as located in the auditory cortex (A1: 54; AAF: 24; VAF: 3; Supplementary Fig. S1 ). Pure-tone FRAs (Supplementary S3d ). In two animals, FRA measurements repeated 3 weeks later showed no changes in beat frequency within the resolution of our stimulus set. Pure tone first spike latencies for electrodes confirmed to be located in A1 or AAF typically ranged between 10 and 20 ms ( Supplementary  Fig. S3e ).
Changes in firing rate across awareness states
Consistent with previous reports, 19,31e33 we observed a dramatic decrease in spontaneous firing with all agents, even at sedating doses ( Fig. 1 and Table 1 ). Changes in spontaneous activity were most pronounced with isoflurane, slightly less with propofol, and least with dexmedetomidine, but even for dexmedetomidine, the decrease in spontaneous rate from awake to LOC was nearly 20% (Table 1) .
Response latencies (measured for click stimuli) were not significantly affected by propofol or isoflurane, but increased with dexmedetomidine in a dose-dependent fashion (Table 1) . However, changes in driven firing rate were substantial for most stimuli and agents ( Fig. 1 and Table 1 ), especially for propofol and isoflurane. Driven rates under sedation of dexmedetomidine were not significantly different from those under awake conditions, but there was a significant drop from sedation to LOC for vocalisation and click stimuli (Table 1) .
Changes in spike timing across awareness states
Cells in the ascending auditory pathway are exquisitely sensitive to temporal transients in acoustic stimuli, which carry information about their identity and location. 34, 35 Although there are reports that anaesthetics at doses well above those causing LOC have substantial effects on temporal features of spiking responses, 32,36e38 whether these effects are a common effect of anaesthetic agents at LOC has not been tested. Unit activity in the auditory cortex exhibited precise and reliable timing to click train stimuli (Fig. 1) . To quantify these effects, we computed the STTC (Fig. 2 and Supplementary Table S1 ), the mean fraction of spikes coincident between pairs of spike trains, beyond what would be expected by chance. 26 Coincidence is measured within a specified time window, chosen here to have a relatively conservative width of 2 ms; drug effects computed using windows up to 16 ms in width were not qualitatively different (not shown). During the awake condition, the STTC was typically a non-monotonic function of click frequency, with a peak at 10 Hz decreasing at both lower and higher frequencies (Fig. 2) . Peak STTC values under awake conditions averaged~0.05e0.15. Effects on STTC were agentand frequency-specific. At 5 Hz, for dexmedetomidine and isoflurane ( Fig. 2a and c) , we observed increases in STTC at LOC, and for dexmedetomidine at sedation as well. At 10 and 20 Hz, isoflurane caused a decrease in STTC ( Fig. 2a and Supplementary Table S1 ); whereas dexmedetomidine increased STTC for all click frequencies under both sedation and LOC ( Fig. 2c and Supplementary Table S1 ). Propofol decreased STTC at all frequencies up to 50 Hz (Fig. 2b and Supplementary Table S1 ).
We observed agent-specific effects on STTC of vocalisation responses that largely paralleled the effects on low frequency click trains. Averaged over all vocalisation stimuli, we observed a modest decrease in STTC for propofol at sedation, an increase for isoflurane at the LOC dose, and a (non-significant) increase for dexmedetomidine at both sedation and LOC (Supplementary Table S1 ). The similarity of these effects to effects on low frequency click trains likely reflects the preponderance of low frequency components in the envelopes of the vocalisation stimulus sets (Supplementary Fig. S2 ). These data indicate that distinct anaesthetics differentially affect the millisecond-precision of spike timing to auditory stimuli, but that the transition from sedation to LOC is not accompanied by dramatic changes in this precision. Furthermore, at low temporal frequencies in the cortex, spike timing can be enhanced by certain anaesthetic agents.
Changes in information theory measures of stimulus representation across awareness states
To test directly the hypothesis that LOC is associated with degraded stimulus representation in the sensory cortex, we computed the mutual information between stimuli and unit activity across awareness states. We calculated mutual information by a bin-wise approach (see Supplementary material) that operates on short, 10 ms windows of data (Fig. 3) . We compared this approach with a classifier approach, and found that information rates were highly correlated between these two approaches (R 2 ¼0.78, P<0.0001), even across drug conditions (R 2 ¼0.72, P<0.0001). Therefore, we present analyses only using the bin-wise approach.
For vocalisation responses (Fig. 4a) , two features of the data suggest that changes in stimulus information in the auditory cortex are not causal for LOC. First, effects were agent-specific. Mutual information decreased for sedation with isoflurane or propofol, while it increased for sedation with dexmedetomidine (Supplementary Table S2 ). Second, there was no significant decrease in mutual information between sedation and LOC for any of the agents. For dexmedetomidine, there was in fact a significant further increase at the LOC dose (Supplementary Table S2 ).
A similar pattern of drug effects was observed for click trains and FM sweeps, though for FM sweeps, the drug effects were more modest compared with other stimuli, and only isoflurane caused a significant decrease. Thus, for all three stimuli, decreases in mutual information were observed for sedation with propofol or isoflurane, but no further decrease was observed at LOC. For propofol, there was a significant partial recovery of mutual information between sedation and LOC for click trains (Supplementary Table S2 ). For dexmedetomidine, in contrast, no decrease in mutual information was observed at any dose, and no consistent effect was observed across stimuli when transitioning from sedation to LOC. The data presented in Figure 4 suggest that changes in information are best attributed to specific drug effects rather than generalisable brain state changes occurring with LOC.
Our secondary aim was to investigate which parameters of spike trains could explain anaesthetic effects on mutual information. Anaesthetics change spontaneous and stimulusinduced spiking activity in multiple ways, including effects on firing rate, spike timing, and spike variability. In awake conditions, mutual information only correlated very weakly with baseline firing rate ( Fig. 5a and Supplementary Table S3 ). In contrast, mutual information correlated moderately with driven rate and strongly with the STTC (Fig. 5a and Supplementary Table S3 ), indicating that multiunit clusters with greater driven activity, and more precise and reliable activity across trials, carried more information.
We considered whether changes in firing rate or STTC could explain the changes we observed in mutual information across brain states. We found that decreases in baseline rate and increases in STTC correlated with increases in mutual information (Fig. 5b and Supplementary Table S3 ), while changes in driven rate did not. However, the y-intercepts were significantly different than zero for all three measures 
Discussion
We investigated two simple questions concerning the causal role of changes in cortical sensory responses in anaestheticinduced LOC: do diverse anaesthetic agents cause consistent degradation in stimulus representation, and are the effects at LOC dramatically different from effects at sedation? Our data indicate that, for cortical activity in the primary auditory cortex, the answer to both questions is 'no'. Thus, although changes in consciousness likely involve changes in neuronal activity across multiple levels of the cortical hierarchy, the major changes in cortical activity in a primary sensory area occur at anaesthetic concentrations below those causing LOC.
Modulation of unit activity under anaesthesia
Although anaesthetics modulate stimulus-related neuronal activity in the neocortex, reports vary depending on the dose, stimulus, and metric considered. In the auditory cortex, under doses reliably causing LOC, short latency responses to best-frequency tones are resistant to anaesthesia, but frequency tuning is sharper and receptive fields less complex (i.e. more like subcortical tuning). 32, 33 Some studies have shown reduced driven activity under anaesthesia, 39, 40 whereas other studies have found preserved or even substantially enhanced responses. 5, 6, 41 Here, we observed significant suppression of stimulus-related firing rate for all agents (Table 1) , even at modest doses. Under anaesthesia, cells are reported to exhibit onset responses, with reduced sustained components to prolonged stimuli, 32, 38, 42 and reduced ability to follow rapid temporal transients. 37, 43 In contrast, we observed increased spike timing precision in some cases. It is possible that the lower doses we tested here, combined with use of a timing measure insensitive to changes in firing rate, 26 allowed us to observe these effects.
The mechanism for the observed increase in response latencies under dexmedetomidine is unclear. We did not observe reduced reliability or precision for initial response components, suggesting absence of temporal smearing of evoked responses. Both increases 32 and decreases 8, 38 in response latency under anaesthesia have been reported in the auditory cortex. Increases in latency as we observed could result from less efficient transmission of information from the thalamus, producing longer spike latencies in the cortex, as has been suggested to occur during natural sleep. 44 Changes in stimulus representation do not predict changes in awareness
We quantified 'stimulus representation' in the auditory cortex based on traditional response metrics of spiking activity (spontaneous rate, latency, driven rate, precision/reliability), and how much information was present in those spike trains about the stimulus. For none of these measures was there a consistent change across agents at the transition from sedation to LOC. Although we only present data from one method of information theory analysis, the bin-wise method, we obtained nearly identical results using a classifier method that evaluates stimulus representation using a decoding approach. Various anaesthetic agents can reduce spontaneous firing activity in the cortex, 8, 19, 31, 32 which might underlie observations that sensory responses can be more stereotyped across trials and across stimuli under anaesthesia. 32, 38, 45 If spontaneous activity is considered 'noise' during the encoding of 'signals' evoked by experimental stimuli, suppressed spontaneous activity should work to enhance stimulus representation. Reduced spontaneous activity was associated with smaller decreases in mutual information for isoflurane and propofol. However, the substantial changes in spontaneous rate observed even under sedation are inconsistent with these effects on spontaneous activity being causal for LOC. Although changes in firing rate are known to be critical to information measures, 46 we observed that all three Table S3 ). Slopes did not vary significantly across drug types, but intercepts did (data for other stimuli in Supplementary Table S3). anaesthetics reduced firing rates, but they did not all reduce information. Thus, suppression of overall activity, as shown in imaging studies, 12 is often interpreted as impairment of sensory representation, but our data show that changes in activity level may not be predictive of changes in information content of neural activity. Rather, changes in spike timing were most predictive of changes in mutual information. STTC was also most correlated with mutual information under awake conditions, consistent with the importance of timing information in the auditory system. We note that although our measures of mutual information depend on temporal features of the spike trains, FM sweeps have no temporal transients other than stimulus onset and offset, but showed similar changes under anaesthesia to other stimuli. It was proposed recently that dexmedetomidine affects level of arousal rather than the contents of consciousness. 47, 48 In this model, activity and connectivity within higher order cortical areas, especially in frontal and parietal cortex, are preserved under dexmedetomidine, but not under other agents. This is consistent with data showing impaired thalamo-cortical, rather than cortico-cortical, resting state connectivity under dexmedetomidine, 15 in contrast to volatile agents and propofol. 34 It is also consistent with a recent study showing preserved electrophysiological signatures of speech processing in human volunteers unresponsive under dexmedetomidine but not propofol anesthesia. 49 Our data showing enhanced stimulus information in the auditory cortex under dexmedetomidine, but reduced information under propofol and isoflurane, are consistent with this model. Our data are not entirely consistent with the reported decrease in thalamocortical connectivity. 15 Thus, we see reduced driven activity under dexmedetomidine, though these effects are more prominent for isoflurane and propofol. However, preserved (and even enhanced) stimulus representation under dexmedetomidine is inconsistent with impaired information flow between the thalamus and cortex. Thus, in spite of reduced firing rates in response to sensory stimulation, information content of spike trains evoked by those stimuli remains intact.
Ascertaining levels of consciousness
It is challenging to ascertain whether subjects are unconscious rather than disconnected from the environment or unmotivated to respond. This problem is especially acute in rodent studies, which rely on LORR as a surrogate for LOC, based on the strong correlation between anaesthetic doses causing absence of response to verbal command in humans and LORR in rodents. 17 Across agents, LORR may not always correspond to the same state of (un)consciousness. Even so, the main result of this study, that impairment of stimulus representation in sensory cortex is not predictive of LOC under anaesthesia, is likely to hold. For none of the agents was there a decrease in mutual information at LOC vs sedation, while animals were clearly less responsive to their environment at the higher doses.
It is important to note that dexmedetomidine is an atypical anaesthetic, thought to induce a state similar to natural sleep. 47, 50 Sedation with dexmedetomidine is routinely associated with failure to respond to verbal command, but patients are still rousable. 51, 52 In our experiments, dexmedetomidine produced LORR, though in some instances testing for LORR could produce temporary arousal in the form of brief (<5 s) periods of directed movement, but never recovery of righting. When animals were left undisturbed, no voluntary movement was observed.
Future directions
Loss of consciousness under anaesthesia involves sensory disconnection and the absence of sensory awareness, and the locus of mechanisms underlying these effects are likely in the cortico-thalamic network. We have shown that changes in neuronal activity causal for LOC are not occurring in the primary sensory cortex. Instead, changes that occur in higher order cortical areas, or changes in connectivity between cortical areas, may occur specifically at LOC and be most predictive of awareness. It is also possible that while single cell coding of sensory stimuli does not exhibit common effects across agents at LOC, population coding may still exhibit these common effects. This could arise, for example, because of increased redundancy across the cell assemblies encoding specific stimuli or suppressed feedback modulation of sensory responses, both possibly secondary to changes in local or long range cortical connectivity. It is also possible that the relevant locus for these common effects resides in a higher order cortical area, and that anaesthesia LOC triggers roadblocks that prevent stimulus representations in primary cortex from accessing the cortical hierarchy. Future studies are required to shed light on this important question.
